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Quiet, inexpensive, small: Speedlink’s BEENIE
mini mouse offers top quality for use on the move

Weertzen, 10 November 2017: With its virtually silent buttons, with
its BEENIE Mobile Mouse the electronics specialist Speedlink is
once again showcasing its expertise for high-quality, stylish office
products that offer incredible value for money.
The BEENIE marks a continuation of Speedlink’s success story with
compact mice for use on the move. This 3-button mouse comes in a
USB or wireless version and is available in a choice of two colours: red
or black.
Its virtually silent buttons make it perfect for use while on the move,
such as when using a laptop in the train. And for even greater
convenience, its ergonomic shape and retractable cable prevent cable
tangle in the laptop bag.
It boasts an accurate 1,200dpi optical sensor and uses hardly any
power – particularly important for the wireless version. It’s quick and
easy to install without any additional drivers. Despite its attractive price
of €7.99 (RRP) for the USB mouse and €12.99 (RRP) for the wireless
version, the BEENIE is incredibly rugged and equipped with the latest
generation optical HQ sensor. “The BEENIE is perfect for anyone who
works a lot on the move and who doesn’t want to forgo the comfort and
convenience of a premium mouse. Weighing in at just over 40g, and
thanks to its compactness, it really will fit in any bag”, explained
Speedlink Product Manager Rainer Nawratil summing up.
The BEENIE will be available from stores and online retailers from
December 2017.
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SL-610012-BK & RD BEENIE Mobile Mouse – USB


3-button mobile mouse



Silent buttons



Retractable cable, with a length of up to 70cm



Latest generation optical HQ sensor



Accurate 1,200dpi resolution



Easy to install with no additional drivers



Symmetrical shape for left and right handers



Rugged construction



Rubberised scroll wheel



Compatible with every Windows version from Vista and later



System requirements: Windows (Vista and later), USB port



Dimensions: 79 × 46 × 32 mm (length × width × height)



Weight: 42g



RRP: €7.99

SL-630012-BK & RD BEENIE Mobile Mouse – wireless


Wireless 3-button mobile mouse



Silent buttons



2.4GHz wireless technology for a range of up to 8m



Tiny nano USB receiver



Latest generation optical HQ sensor



Accurate 1,200dpi resolution



Quick and easy installation – no additional drivers needed



Symmetrical shape for left and right handers



Rugged construction



Rubberised scroll wheel



On/off switch on the base



Compatible with very Windows version from Vista and later



System requirements: Windows (Vista and later), USB port



Dimensions: 79 × 46 × 32 mm (length × width × height)
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Weight: 43g (incl. battery)



Batteries included (1 x AAA)



RRP: €12.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment peripherals. Since its
formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in the PC, video gaming console and
handheld accessories market. The product portfolio of its own brand Speedlink® includes sound systems,
headsets, mice, mousepads, keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. Speedlink®
products feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence and outstanding
functionality. Through Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40 countries.
Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional information, want to request an
interview, or want us to send you products for testing. If you publish anything, we’d really appreciate a
courtesy copy.
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